SCHEDULING YOUR FLIGHT: All you need to do is call Colorado Paragliding, letting us know
when you would like to schedule your flight. We schedule flights daily, and flights are available
based on weather and pilot availability. We look at weather projections a day or two ahead of
your scheduled flights for any adjustments to your scheduled time.
All tandem flights are entirely dependent on the weather. If the wind is too strong or from the
wrong direction, we’ll be flying on another day. We try to schedule flights for flyable conditions,
but If the weather is bad, your flight will be rescheduled.
WHAT YOU NEED: We ask you wear shoes with some good tread (the more ankle support the
better), full length pants, bring a light jacket (layers of clothing), gloves if you have them and
eyewear. You also may want to bring some water, a hat and a smile.
If you have any questions, comments, concerns, just call. The number is 303.909.6807.
TELL ME ABOUT THE FLIGHT? Your flight time varies in length depending on conditions. We
have control of getting down (getting out of the sky), the uplifting air (prolonged flights) is
what “mother nature gives us.” If you like, you can steer, weather conditions permitted, you can
almost the entire time. The instructor takes care of the take off and landing and you can fly the
rest.
IS IT DANGEROUS? All forms of aviation carry risks. We do as much as is humanly possible to
mitigate the risks involved in foot-launched flying.
WHO IS THIS PILOT? All Tandem pilots have been certified by a United States Hang gliding and
Paragliding Association tandem administrator. All Colorado Paragliding Tandem pilots have
years of experience flying the Golden area.
HOW DO I GET THERE (OR WHERE DO WE MEET)? We meet in the Landing Zone (LZ). The LZ is
an open Field with off road paring area West of W. 6th Ave. in Golden.
Don’t forget to print the driving directions to avoid an accident or TICKET on your arrival the LZ.

